
2002CRU-BLAST

Cruis'n Blast Racing Game

Base Price: $12,999.00 See Product Details

Free Local Shipping Lead Time: Call for current lead time

Details

Description

The classic arcade game is back!

Cruis’n Blast, developed by the crack Raw Thrills studio team, takes Cruis’n into the new millennium as players
zoom 200 mph through the bustle of London, blast through the exotic wonders of Madagascar, celebrate
Carnival in Rio,  amaze to the hi tech splendor of Singapore, and drive an earth-shaking thriller through Death
Valley.  Every track is packed with speed thrills, exploding scenery, and extreme special FX. In tune with the
times, players race in an immersive cockpit simulator loaded with HD supercomputer graphics and immersive
effects. The Thrill-D Blaster™ sound system recreates the sound of an actual race, backed by a pumping
soundtrack that is a staple of the Cruis’n experience.

Specifications

FEATURES

NEW! Dramatic enclosed cockpit cabinet with fully immersive Thrill-D Blaster™ sound
NEW! BLAST™ turbo boost for truly insane speed!
Awesome supercars including Lamborghini Veneno™, Nissan GTR™, Corvette Z06™, and more.
43” 1080p HD LED TV
Mind-bending color FX from over 1000 Vibrant RGD LED’s



State of the art GTX 750 Ti Nvidia supercomputer HD graphics
NEW!  Link up to 8 games for massive multiplayer action
Voltage: 120 Volts
Coin-Op and Free Play

DIMENSIONS

Length: 85
Width: 44
Height: 93

WEIGHT

550 lbs

Delivery Options

FREE SHIPPING/PICKUP

Includes 1-year parts warranty
Original packaging
Assembly required

OPTIONAL PETERS WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY (additonal fees apply)

We will set-up and test game before delivery.
Deliver to your home or business, and set it up in the room of your choice. (Twin Cities Metro Area). Call us for
outside Twin Cities Area Delivery.
Re-key the lock - so if you ever lose it - it can easily be replaced. 
1-year parts warranty
30 day in home warranty to make sure all it working from the start

https://www.petersbilliards.com/game-room/cruisn-blast-racing-game
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